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Our Interiors collection is the very latest addition
to our growing portfolio of products. In simple
terms, having listened to our clients, we have
recognised that the way their property looks and
feels on the inside is every bit as important as
the property itself.
For many property companies the internal
fixtures, fittings and furniture options are
often seen as an added value proposition.
However, at Flambard Williams we believe
this is a lifestyle choice, which is often made
when the property is being purchased from
the outset.
More often than not, when you purchase
your property (whether this be for buy-tolive or buy-to-let), it is likely you will want
to make it as appealing as possible. This
brochure will take you through the many
different choices available to you, from newly
refurbished rooms in your property, through

to a generous selection of furniture packs to
make your property fully equipped and ready
to enjoy. Add to this our bespoke ‘Concierge’
service for that personal interior design
touch, Flambard Williams has it covered.
Specialising in new build property, we know
all of the in-vogue designs when it comes to
kitchens, bathrooms and living spaces. We
have specially selected partners and leading
manufacturers to supply our clients with
high quality products for the very best prices.
When you combine our property expertise
with the quality of our Interiors products, it’s
easy to understand why Flambard Williams
can make your property a place you can be
truly proud of.
Our Interiors portfolio is made up of
3 core elements;

1. Interior Spaces
2. Living Packs
3. Concierge

Interior

SPACES
Whether you are buying-to-live or buying-to-let,
making living spaces look incredible is something
we share with all our customers. Interior Spaces
brings the best collection of expertise and
products for each room of your property. Perhaps
you are looking to transform your kitchen, install a
whole new bathroom suite, or maybe placing new
flooring throughout your home, Interior Spaces
has this covered.

KITCHENS
Our preferred partner Kesseler are leading
manufacturers in the UK kitchen market.
They have pioneered the perfect balance
between luxury aesthetics, practicality and
durability, to ensure that your kitchen provides
everything that you need, and more.

Design Our tailored approach is what sets

us from the crowd. We can provide you
with virtually unlimited kitchen designs and
numerous stylish accessories including;
LED light inserts to light up drawers, storage
units with handle-less doors and hidden
drink sections to name but a few. Our
comprehensive design service will take
care of everything from start to finish.

Luxury The kitchen is now the most

popular room in a home. Whether it be to
show off your culinary prowess, sharing
family dinners or an area for socialising with
friends, your kitchen will not only become
the new focal point but also the envy of all.
With a range of quality appliances and the
very best materials on the market, luxury
finishes are all we know - seamless edges,
refined surfaces, bespoke sizings
and unlimited colour options,
Kesseler deliver prestige
and affordability
in abundance.

Aesthetics Depending on your budget

we have a multitude of options to
maximise the aesthetics of your kitchen
space. From sumptuous resin and lavish
solid wood finishes, to stylish fixtures
and state of the art accessories, chic is
definitely the new wow factor. Elegant
sliding doors will give your kitchen a
slick, seamless and minimalistic look.

Practicality If it’s storage you are
looking for, our design team can maximise
every millimetre of your kitchen by
using innovative production techniques.
We’re able to build storage around any
awkward areas, such as waste systems,
plumbing, pipework and electrical
points to ensure practical perfection.
Durability With Kesseler’s exclusive

joint system, we demonstrate a passion
for perfection in building stunning
kitchens that last. Our keen eye for
detailed design confirms the durability
that British manufacturers are renowned
for. For us, it’s important to make
something that will remain at the heart
of your home for years to come.

BATHROOMS

FLOORING

Luxury Your bathroom is a place of sanctuary,

Flooring is the last piece of the jigsaw. Many
people make the mistake of choosing the
flooring first, but this can be a mistake.
Flooring can really make or break a room,
so we ensure we put as many options
in front of each client as possible.

a personal space to unwind and recuperate. Of
course, there are many places you can purchase
bathroom suites, but with personal preference
comes customisation and a bespoke service.
This is why we recognise the importance of
putting together all the elements that you want
and arrange them perfectly to suit the space that
we are working with.

Personality As with any other room in your

house, using all of the space is essential to
making the bathroom work aesthetically and
practically. The arrangement of tubs, basins,
showers, toilets, bidets, radiators, towel rails,
storage units, entertainment systems, lighting
and mirrors are vital to creating a relaxing and
organised space.

Style With unparalleled experience in design

and innovation, and by working together with our
trusted manufacturers and professional fitters,
you can be assured of quality and craftsmanship.
Add to this some of the most exquisite bathroom
accessories in the market, and you can see why
‘style and substance’ are our watchword.

Ambience For larger bathrooms, creating a
space for you to relax, rejuvenate and spend
your down-time is something we strive for. A
sizeable bath can be paired with the right lighting
and a subtle entertainment system to create the
perfect aura for you.
Heritage If a modern bathroom doesn’t tick

your boxes, then our range of timeless classics
certainly will. With vintage designs coming back
into fashion, freestanding baths and antique
accessories with a modern twist provide that
sophisticated touch.

There are many things to take into consideration
when choosing your flooring for example
do you have children, if so you want as nonslip flooring as possible. Tiles for example
have a slip rating so we can factor this in.
What chairs do you have, the likely footfall
through the room and of course the ambiance
is you looking to create, they all have an
impact on your ideal flooring solution.
With a huge array of quality flooring products
available, we have choices in abundance.
Featuring vivid colours and stunning textures,
even a modest space can look beautiful and
sophisticated. The Interiors team will ensure that
whether you choose carpet, wood, luxury vinyl or
tiles it will be perfect for your home.

BEDROOMS
Naturally our bedrooms tend to be a more
intimate space, and one that many of us like to
spend time in. It’s important to bring the right
mixture of ambience, space and serenity. Our
collection of interior partners are specialists in
all areas of the bedroom, from built-in storage
solutions through to soft furnishings and
furniture combinations.

Living

PACKS
To complement our Interior Spaces service, we
are proud to present our very own unique Living
Packs collection. Living Packs is an exclusive
selection of furniture solutions for all rooms
within the home. With a consideration for both
‘buy-to-let’ and ‘buy-to-live’ customers, our choice
of ‘ready-made’ appliances, furniture and soft
furnishings is fast becoming one of the core
services of the Flambard Williams brand.
One of our closest partners is Boudicca Interiors
in Chelmsford who offer high end furniture as
seen in all of our alluring furniture packs. Our
bespoke furniture packs offer the ultimate
living experience and provide your tenants (for
investors), or you (residential), with the ability to
move straight into your new property with zero
stress. Our furniture packs are also ideal for
refurbishments, or even just for redecoration.
Each pack is carefully handpicked and crafted
together to ensure that they are aesthetically
relevant, and fits in perfectly with the size, space
and make up of your room.

Less Time, More Money

It is statistically proven that fully-furnished
apartments will not only let quicker but will make
more money too. The minimalist yet stylish
designs of our furniture packages enable endless
interior possibilities, so you can sit back and enjoy
the benefits of your buy-to-let.
Our Living Packs have a place in any home and
we have different options to suit any of your
requirements. From our Standard Pack - ideal for
a holiday home or short term let, right through
to our Luxury packs - ideal for a high end buy-tolet, or for your own home because of their lavish
designs and durability. All complete packages
will provide you with the furniture for you or for
your tenant to move straight in, and include a bed,
sofa/armchair, dining table and chairs, wardrobes,
coffee/side tables and some other accessories
to put the icing on the cake. We also can supply
our Furniture Pack, which features essentials for
both one and two-bedroom apartments, including
a wardrobe, lighting, mirrors and more. Add to this
our Home Appliance Pack, you can be ready-tolive in no time.
Our add-on options include a Linen Pack - bed
sheets, pillow covers, duvet cover and towels.
This will pair up perfectly with your furniture pack
as it adds an element of homeliness, and an
extra feel of comfort. Our other add-ons include
our Homewares Pack, these include pots, pans,
glasses, cutlery, soap dispensers, bins, airers and
a few other practical items that can make life
that little bit easier.

Prepare your Packages

For those of our customers choosing our ‘buyto-let’ opportunities, It is always a good idea
to purchase a furniture package at the time of
reserving your new buy to let property. This is so
you are organised going forward, and you have
prepared your property for letting. In addition to
this, it is important to note that you will only need
to pay a percentage of the price up front, with the
rest payable on the completion date. For more
information or for your reservation form, please
contact a member of our Invest team.

Specialising in new build
property, we understand
that when it comes to
kitchens, bathrooms and
living spaces, you want
fuss-free and high quality
furniture.

Choose your

PACKS
Furniture Pack
Creating an instant living environment is easy
with our range of Furniture Packs. We can have
you up and running in next to no time with the
following furniture essentials.
Package Includes:
• 2 x Mirrors
• 1 x Floor lamp
• 1 x TV Unit
• 1 x Coffee table
• 1 x Footstool
• 1 x Armchair
• 1 x Two-seated sofa

Extra Bedroom Pack
Our customers and home owners also have the
added opportunity to create a bedroom living
space quickly and affordably with our exclusive
Extra Bedroom Pack.
Package Includes:
• 1 x Bedframe
• 1 x Mattress
• 1 x Wardrobe
• 1 x Bedside table
• 1 x Bedside lamp
• 1 x Chest of drawers

Homewares Pack
Having worked closely with our valued home
owners, we know what it takes to create a
workable, hassle-free living environment. Our
Homewares Pack has all the essentials a home
could need and represents the ultimate package
in our Living Packs collection.
Package Includes:
• Tea towels and oven gloves
• 5pc Knife set
• 12pc Porcelain dinner set
• 24pc Cutlery set
• 5pc Tenzo cookware set
• 6pc Gadget set
• 30lt Kitchen bin
• 1 x Expanding cultery tray
• 3 x Baking trays
• 1 x Dish drainer
• 1 x Kyoto chopping board
• 1 x Bathroom bin
• 1 x Neptune bathroom set
• 1 x Clothes airer
• 1 x Ironing board
• 4 x Wine glasses
• 4 x Champagne flutes
• 4 x Mugs
• 4 x Highball glasses

Choose your

PACKS
Home Appliances Pack
Add the final touches with our home appliances
package. Featuring a Smart TV and bagless
vacuum cleaner, benefit from convenience
for less.
Package Includes:
• Bush 32’’ Smart TV
• Bush bagless vacuum cleaner
• Russell Hobbs steam iron
• 700w white microwave
• Brushed steel kettle &
2 slice toaster

Linen Pack
An additional luxury linen package to suit any
style of bedroom. This package features a
perfect synergy of Egyptian cotton and duck
feather, with our towel and duvet set available in
white or slate grey.
Package Includes:
• 1 x Duck feather & down double duvet
• 2 x Duck feather & down pillows
• Egyptian cotton towel set
• Egyptian cotton duvet set
• Egyptian cotton fitted sheet

Soft Furnishings Pack
We all love our creature comforts, and our Soft
Furnishings Pack is a wonderful way to create
that homely feeling of pure indulgence.
Package Includes:
• Cushions x 4
• Rugs x 2
• Lamps (x 2 Living Room) & (x 2 Bedroom)
• Throws x 2
• Blinds and/or Curtains (dependent on
rooms/windows)

Alfresco Pack
In fact, our expertise isn’t confined to the
interior, we also specialise in creating amazing
exterior spaces. Whether this be creating
your own alfresco experience, or simply
bringing a personal touch to your garden
and patio, creating the right environment
outside your home enables the theme of
you home to extend into your outdoor living
area. Once again, we are able to work from
the smallest of patio gardens and roof-top
terraces, through to large expansive gardens.
Package Includes:
• Timber Picnic Table & Chair Set (x2 or x4)
• BBQ (Charcoal)
• Sun Loungers (x2 or x4)
• *Self Standing Hammock (*Optional Extra)
• Solar Mood Lights (Patio / Porch / Balcony)
(x2 or x4)
• Picnic Umbrella/Parasol

Concierge

THAT PERSONAL
TOUCH
Here at Flambard Williams, we recognise that
one size doesn’t fit all. For this reason, we are
delighted to present Concierge.
Concierge is your very own interior design
service, providing a tailored approach to
creating your distinctive lifestyle experience. Our
expertise in creating personal environments is
not compromised by the size of the property. Our
consultants have vast experience in working with
limited spaces through to the grandest of rooms.
We specialise in colour planning and seasonal
patterns to bring vibrancy and balance to any
space. Whether you are looking to create your
very own personal haven, or maybe looking to
wow your guests when entertaining, it’s the little
touches that make all the difference. Developing
desirable spaces is something we believe
passionately about, which is why our customers
love our concierge service.

Style, Functionality & Entertaining

Whether you are looking at making the most
of natural light, or simply trying to design a
more ergonomic flow to your rooms, we believe
that with simple planning and creative flair,
anything is possible. For many, the living room
and dining experience must include a means
for entertainment and a place of relaxation.
Here at Flambard Williams we have a team of
experts that provide décor, smart technology and
furniture solutions to enhance our living rooms
and dining surroundings.

Our consultants can work with all sorts
of budgets, and we specialise in the
following disciplines;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wall Coverings and Decor
Soft Furnishings & Fabrics
Lighting and Ambient Lighting
Window Dressings
Permanent Fixtures
Smart Technology
Entertainment Systems
Furniture & Upholstery
Botanicals and Planters
Patterns & Textures

To learn more, or make an appointment,
contact our Interiors team about Concierge

…at
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